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AMAG receives large-scale order to supply Audi plant in Györ 

 AMAG signs largest multi-year contract with AUDI AG in the company's 
history 

 Long-standing customer relationship is thereby strengthened and 
expanded 

 Significant contribution to reducing the CO2 footprint by recycling of 
aluminum scrap material 

For almost two decades, there has been a partnership between AMAG Austria Metall 

AG and Audi. The close cooperation was further augmented with the signing of the 

largest contract in AMAG's history to date. This contract secures the procurement for 

Audi of premium aluminum from Ranshofen. 

As part of this large-scale order, AMAG supplies ASI-certified aluminum in coils, which 

is used for the production of outer skin components and interior structural components. 

ASI certification stands for responsible production and processing in accordance with 

the ASI Performance and Chain of Custody (CoC) standard. 

The initial processing of components takes place at the initial processing of 

components takes place at the Audi plant in Györ, Hungary. Years ago, an agreement 

was reached with AMAG to reuse the aluminum scrap generated during production, 

with the closed loop system in mind, and to return it to the value chain by recycling it in 

Ranshofen. 

 

"The biggest and most successful contract to date with our long-standing customer 

Audi is a positive confirmation of our quality and reliability. This order is an important 

milestone in the implementation of our automotive strategy with a focus on high-quality, 

innovative and sustainable specialty products. With our Closed-Loop partnership and 

the recycling of aluminum scrap material from the production plant in Györ, we are 

improving our CO2 footprint," says Helmut Kaufmann, CEO and COO of AMAG Austria 

Metall AG. 
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Image 1: For almost two decades, there has been a partnership between AMAG Austria Metall 

AG and Audi. (©AUDI AG) 

 

 

 

Image 2: ASI-certified Aluminum from AMAG is used at the AUDI plant in Györ (Hungary) for the 

production of outer skin components and interior structural components. (©AMAG) 
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About AMAG Group  
AMAG is a leading Austrian premium supplier of high-quality cast and rolled aluminum products used in a 
wide range of industries, including the aircraft, automotive, sporting goods, lighting, mechanical engineering, 
construction, and packaging industries. The Canadian smelting company Alouette, in which AMAG holds a 
20 percent stake, produces high-quality primary aluminum with an exemplary life cycle assessment. The 
AMAG components division, headquartered in Übersee am Chiemsee, combines expertise and many years 
of experience in the production of ready-to-install metal parts for the aerospace industry 
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Note 
The forecasts, plans, and future-oriented assessments and statements in this publication have been made 
on the basis of all the information available to AMAG at the present time. If the assumptions underlying the 
forecasts do not prove correct, targets are not met, or risks arise, the actual results may differ from current 
expectations. We assume no obligation to develop such forecasts further in light of new information or future 
events. 
The greatest possible care has been taken in the preparation of this publication and the verification of the 
data. However, rounding, transmission, or printing errors cannot be ruled out. This publication is also 
available in German. In case of doubt, the German language version authoritative. 


